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Sympathetically cooled and compressed positron plasma
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We report sympathetic cooling and compression of a few thousand positrons by laser-cooled9Be1 ions in a
Penning ion trap. The observed centrifugal separation of the two species implies approximate rigid rotation of
the positrons and9Be1 ions, and a positron density comparable to the9Be1 ion density of*43109 cm23.
We use the sharpness of the separation to place a 5-K upper limit on the positron temperature of motion parallel
to the magnetic field. The positron lifetime is greater than two weeks in our room-temperature Penning trap.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cold, dense positron plasmas in traps have wide-rang
applications in physics. Trapped positrons can be extra
and used as a source for a bright positron beam in sur
science@1# and atomic physics@2,3# studies. Reservoirs o
cold, dense positrons should be useful in making cold a
hydrogen by passing cooled antiprotons through the trap
positrons@4,5#. Cold, dense positron plasmas are also
starting point for a number of interesting and exotic stud
in plasma physics. Examples include a combined electr
positron plasma@6# and a positron plasma cooled to tempe
tures where the plasma crystallizes and the plasma m
must be treated quantum mechanically@7#.

Much progress has been obtained over the last decad
trapping and cooling positrons@8–14#. Recent experiments
by Gabrielse and by Surko and their co-workers report ‘‘st
of the art’’ results in trapping dense, cold positrons. With
cryogenic Penning trap, a 110-mCi22Na source, and tung
sten moderators, Gabrielse and co-workers@11,12# trapped
;23106 positrons at a density of;73106 cm23. Surko
and co-workers@13,14#, using a 90-mCi positron source,
room-temperature Penning-Malmberg trap, and a solid
moderator, report the largest number of trapped positr
(;33108 in 8 min!. In this case, the positrons had
;300 K temperature distribution and number densities
;83107 cm23.

This paper presents experimental results on the cap
storage, and sympathetic cooling and compression of p
trons in a Penning trap containing laser-cooled9Be1 ions.
Preliminary accounts of the work have been reported in R
@15,16#. Here we expand those discussions and summa
additional attempts to accumulate positrons after heating
moderator crystal to high temperatures. This experime
work follows simulations of trapping and sympathetic co
ing of positrons via Coulomb collisions with cold9Be1 ions
@17,18#. The basic idea consists of simultaneously stor
positrons and9Be1 ions in the same Penning ion trap. R
diation pressure from a laser beam~i.e., Doppler laser cool-
ing! is used to cool the9Be1 ions and apply a torque tha
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compresses the ions to high density. Through the Coulo
interaction, the9Be1 ions and positrons exchange ener
and momentum. If this exchange of energy and momentum
strong enough to overcome the ambient sources of heat
torques on the positrons, thee1-9Be1 plasma will evolve
into a global thermal equilibrium state characterized by eq
temperatures and rotation frequencies of the positrons
9Be1 ions. At low temperature, this results in centrifug
separation of the species and positron densities nearly i
tical to the 9Be1 ion densities@19#.

We report here centrifugal separation of the9Be1 ions
and positrons, with the positrons compressed into a nar
column along the trap’s magnetic-field axis with dens
*43109 cm23. Centrifugal separation of two-species io
plasmas has been observed and studied in9Be1-Hg1 @20#,
9Be1-26Mg1 @21#, 9Be1-Cd1 @22#, and 9Be1-136Xeq1 (32
<q<44) @23# plasmas. In these experiments, laser cool
one ion species resulted in temperatures of&0.5 K for the
other ion species. However, the energy transfer in ae1-9Be1

collision is ;1000 times weaker than in these ion-ion sym
pathetic cooling studies. Sympathetic cooling of antiproto
by 4-K electrons in a Penning trap has been observed@12#.
Also, protons have been cooled by 4-K electrons and a
protons by 4-K positrons in nested Penning traps@12,24#. No
evidence of centrifugal separation was observed in any
these experiments involving electrons or positrons. Poss
reasons include insufficient densities and temperatures
separation to occur@19# or the lack of establishment of
rotational equilibrium. Centrifugal separation of the po
trons and 9Be1 ions enables us to determine the positr
density and place a rough upper bound on the positron t
perature.

In Sec. II, we describe the experimental setup and in S
III the positron detection methods. In Sec. IV, we present
measured accumulation rates. Our method for estima
temperature limits is discussed in Sec. V. We conclude
summarizing and discussing future possibilities.

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1~a! shows a schematic of the experimental se
@15#. The top~load! trap was used to create9Be1 ions by
electron-beam ionizing neutral Be atoms sublimated from
heated Be filament. The9Be1 ions are then transferred to th
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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lower ~experimental! trap. The inner diameter of the tra
electrodes~except for the experimental ring electrode! is 10
mm. The traps are enclosed in a cylindrical quartz envel
that, after baking at;350 °C, maintains a vacuum in the lo
1029 Pa (;10211 Torr) range. The trap and vacuum env
lope are at room temperature. The uniform magnetic field
5.9253 T, produced by a superconducting magnet, is alig
parallel to the trap axis within 0.01° and produces a9Be1

ion cyclotron frequencyV52p310.2 MHz. An axisym-
metric, nearly quadratic trapping potential is generated
biasing the ring of the experimental trap to a negative v
age VR and adjacent compensation electrodes toVC
50.93VR . For VR52100 V, and for the end cap voltag
VEC50, the 9Be1 single-particle axial frequency isvz
52p3870 kHz, and the magnetron frequency isvm
52p335 kHz.

In Penning traps, an ion plasma undergoes anE3B drift
that is a rotation about the trap symmetry axis. This rotat
through the magnetic field produces, through the Lore
force, the radial binding force of the trap and radial plas
confinement. When a plasma reaches thermal equilibri
the entire ion plasma rotates at a uniform rotation freque
v r . In this experiment, laser radiation pressure as well a
rotating electric field were used to setv r @25,26#. The rotat-
ing electric field was generated by applying 180° out-
phase sinusoidal potentials to two segments of a split e
trode located between the ring and the lower compensa
electrode~not shown in Fig. 1!. The oscillating field that
results is the superposition of components that rotate w
and against the plasma rotation. The corotating compon
was used to control the plasma rotation frequency~the ‘‘ro-
tating wall’’! @26#.

The ions were cooled by a laser beam (;50 mm waist!
tuned to near resonance with the 2s2S1/2→2p2P3/2

9Be1

transition at 313 nm. The laser enters the trap at an ang
11° with respect to the plane that is perpendicular to
magnetic field and contains the trap center (z50 plane!.
Based on measurements from previous experiments@27#, we

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the load~L! and experimental
~E! cylindrical Penning traps~drawn to scale!; EC, end cap;C,
compensation; R, ring of the experimental trap.~b! Two-species
9Be1-e1 plasma: side-view camera image~top! and radial variation
of fluorescence signal integrated overz ~bottom!.
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expectT'(Be1)<Ti(Be1)<100 mK, whereT'(Be1) and
Ti(Be1) are the temperatures of the9Be1 velocity distribu-
tions in the directions perpendicular and parallel to t
magnetic-field axis (z axis!. The ion resonance fluorescenc
which was scattered approximately perpendicular to the la
beam and the magnetic field was imaged by anf /5 objective
onto the photocathode of a photon-counting imaging de
tor. By a continuous translation of the cooling beam para
to thez axis, we could illuminate a slice of the plasma co
taining thez axis of the trap. In this way, we were able
obtain an approximate side-view image of the9Be1 plasma
as shown in Fig. 1~b!.

The positrons are emitted from a 2-mCi22Na source with
an active diameter of;1 mm. The source is placed jus
above the vacuum envelope, and positrons enter the vac
envelope through a Ti foil of;7 mm thickness. Positrons
travel along the axis of the Penning traps until they hit t
Cu~111! moderator crystal. Moderated positrons then reen
the trap where they can be trapped and sympathetic
cooled by the laser-cooled9Be1 ions. We chose a Cu~111!
moderator crystal because of the expected narrow energy
tribution of moderated positrons@28,29#, and because it can
be annealed and cleaned at a relatively modest tempera
(;900 °C).

III. POSITRON DETECTION

Trapped positrons were detected and their number m
sured through observations of centrifugal separation
through the annihilation radiation measured after ejecting
accumulated positrons onto the Ti foil above the trap.
start this section by discussing centrifugal separation.

If charged atomic particles with different charge-to-ma
ratios rotate about the trap axis at the same radius, they
tend to rotate with different rates because of different c
trifugal forces. If the particles have the same charge~for
example, singly charged ions or atomic particles!, the heavier
particles will rotate faster than the lighter particles. Col
sional drag will then cause a radial drift of the lighter io
inward, and the heavier ions outward. Centrifugal separa
continues until an equilibrium is reached with both spec
rotating with the samev r @19#. In theT→0 limit, the sepa-
ration is complete and the density of either species is de
mined by the rotation frequency,ni52e0Miv r(V i2v r)/qi

2

@19#. Hereni , Mi , V i , andqi are the density, mass, cyclo
tron frequency, and charge of thei th species. Ifq15q2 and
v r!V1 ,V2, then the densities are approximately equal a
the combined shape of the plasma is a spheroid. There
trapped positrons, if cooled to low temperatures, will mo
to orbital radii smaller than those for the9Be1 ions, with the
positrons forming a column of uniform density along the tr
axis.

Figure 1~b! shows a side-view image of a9Be1 plasma
and the corresponding radial dependence of the9Be1 fluo-
rescence after accumulating positrons for many hours.
‘‘dark’’ nonfluorescing column in the plasma is due to th
presence of particles with charge-to-mass ratio greater
that of 9Be1. We determined that most (.95%) of this
column is due to positrons from the lifetime of this colum
6-2
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SYMPATHETICALLY COOLED AND COMPRESSED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 063406 ~2003!
after the22Na was blocked. By multiplying the positron den
sity (v r52p3450 kHz, ne1.nBe1.1.83109 cm23) with
the observed volume of the nonfluorescing column~diameter
51.031022 cm, length51.631022 cm), we estimate tha
2000 cold positrons are present in the plasma.

The lifetime of the nonfluorescing column in Fig. 1~b!
was determined by blocking the22Na source and measurin
the decrease in the volume of this column over a period
one week. The measured 1/e lifetime of the light-mass
charges that make up this column was;360 h and is nearly
identical to the observed9Be1 trapping lifetime@30#. In a
separate experiment we measured the lifetime of impu
ions of light mass~e.g., H2

1), which could be created an
trapped while loading positrons. We deliberately crea
light ions ~in a pure 9Be1 plasma! by ionizing background
molecules with a;20 eV electron beam.~The 22Na source
was blocked during this measurement.! Due to reactions with
background gas molecules, these light-mass ions disappe
with a 1/e lifetime of ;10 h. The 5% change in the volum
of the dark central column in Fig. 1~b! after the22Na source
was blocked for 20 h indicates that greater than 95% of
column is due to positrons. Figure 2 shows the measu
lifetime of the positrons,9Be1 ions, and light-mass impurity
ions.

The nearly identical lifetimes of the9Be1 ions and the
positrons indicates that these lifetimes are likely limited
the same effect. One possibility is charged particle loss
to a slow radial expansion of the plasma between the d
measurements when the9Be1 ions ~and therefore positrons!
were not compressed radially by a laser beam or a rota
electric field. If the positron lifetime was limited by a tra
effect like this, then the positron annihilation lifetime cou
be greater than 360 h. Surko and co-workers@31# measured a
lifetime of ;1 h in a room-temperature trap with a ba
pressure of; 731028 Pa (5310210 Torr). The 360 h life-
time in our room-temperature trap, where the base pressu

FIG. 2. Number of trapped positrons~solid circles, number
shown is equal to actual number multiplied by 100!, 9Be1 ions
~solid boxes! and light impurity ions~triangles! as a function of
time after they are created.
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possibly 50 times improved, compares very favorably w
this lifetime. Our trap was baked at;350 °C for one week
which should have been effective at removing large m
ecules which have anomalously large cross sections for
itron annihilation@3#.

The positrons were also directly detected by ejecting
e1-9Be1 plasma onto the 7-mm Ti foil located above the
trap. With the energy (,1 keV) that the positrons acquire
while being ejected out of the trap, all the positrons anni
lated in the Ti foil. The resulting annihilation radiation wa
detected with a NaI scintillation crystal mounted 2.5 or 5 c
above the Ti foil. A light pipe coupled the output of the N
crystal to a photomultiplier tube mounted;0.5 m above the
magnet.~The 22Na source was removed from the magn
bore during this procedure.! We attempted to eject all the
positrons in a period of time small compared to the rise ti
of the NaI crystal scintillation (;300 ns). In this way the
scintillation crystal will produce a single pulse, free fro
background radiation, whose height is proportional to
number of annihilated positrons.

Positrons were ejected with different sets of voltages
the trap electrodes and with different pulse voltages. For
ample, starting with thee1-9Be1 plasma trapped with axi-
ally symmetric voltages on the experimental trap, the exp
mental and load trap voltages were adiabatically change
that thee1-9Be1 plasma was moved to the region of th
lower end cap of the load trap, where it was confined by
following electrode potentials: 900 V, 900 V, 900 V, 850
800 V, 0 V, 250 V, and 100 V. Here the potentials are list
starting with the lower end cap of the experimental trap a
moving up@see Fig. 1~a!#. The lower end cap of the load tra
was then pulsed from 0 V to 500 V by a voltage pulser w
a ;50 ns rise time. The resulting output pulse of the pho
multiplier preamplifier was recorded on a digital oscill
scope.

For a fixed procedure for positron ejection, the volta
peak of the photomultiplier annihilation pulse was propo
tional to the volume of the dark central column measu
from side-view images such as Fig. 1~b!. However, changing
the electrode potentials and pulse voltages of this proced
produced, in many cases, a different proportionality const
For some conditions the photomultiplier annihilation pul
was significantly longer than the scintillator single-eve
pulse and delayed beyond the scintillator and high-volta
pulse rise times. This indicated that for these conditions
all the positrons were ejected simultaneously. Presumably
reason for this is pickup and ringing induced by the hig
voltage pulse on different trap electrodes. We could not
tect ringing and pickup sufficient to cause this proble
However, the trap potentials could be monitored only outs
the vacuum system. To estimate the number of trapped
itrons, only annihilation procedures that produced sing
event pulses were used.

The NaI crystal detection system was calibrated with
32.9 kBq (;1 mCi)68Ge source. This is a good source f
calibration purposes because it is principally a 511-k
g-ray emitter from positron annihilation within the sourc
and its housing. Because the NaI crystal sensitivity depe
on the position and the angle of the incomingg ray, one of
6-3
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JELENKOVIĆ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 063406 ~2003!
the larger uncertainties in the calibration is due to the diff
ence in the size of the68Ge 511-keV g-ray source
(;5 mm active diameter! and the annihilation spot on the T
foil ( ,1 mm diameter!. Overall we estimate the uncertain
in determining the number of annihilated positrons from
peak of the preamplifier output pulse to be;25%.

Figure 3 compares the number of positrons determi
from the annihilation signal with the number of positro
calculated from the volume and density of the dark cen
column ~before annihilation!. We assume a positron densi
given by a rigid rotation of the positrons with the9Be1 ions,
and that the column consists of positrons only. The differ
symbols correspond to the results obtained with the pla
ejected from either the load or experimental trap and w
different voltage pulse heights. Some systematic varia
between the different procedures is observed. While we
not understand this variation, the positron number de
mined by the annihilation method should produce a low
limit for the number of trapped positrons. In fact in all cas
Fig. 3 indicates a slightly larger annihilation signal than e
pected from the measured volume of the light-mass colu
However, the difference is only of the order of the estima
systematic uncertainty of the measurements~25% for the
calibration of the annihilation signal and 30% for the volum
estimate!.

The annihilation measurements support the conclus
reached with the lifetime measurements, i.e., the light-m
charges observed in the centrifugal separation are positr
In addition, the number and density of the positrons is c
sistent with an approximate rigid rotation of the positro
with the 9Be1 ions. Evidently, the momentum transfer b
tween the9Be1 ions and positrons is sufficient to overcom
any ambient torques on the positrons which oppose the r

FIG. 3. Comparison of the number of trapped positrons obtai
from the calibrated annihilation signal with the number obtain
from the volume and density of the ‘‘dark’’ plasma column. Po
trons were ejected from the load or the experimental trap, w
different voltage pulse heights~500 V, 750 V!, and with the NaI
crystal located 2.5 cm~squares and circles! and 5 cm~triangles!
from the Ti foil. The NaI crystal detection system was calibrat
with a 32.9 kBq (;1 mCi) 68Ge source.
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tion. Sources of such torque include trap construction err
and the coupling of the positrons to the stationary ba
ground radiation field@32#.

We observed centrifugal separation of the positrons w
rotation frequencies up to 1 MHz. For larger rotation fr
quencies, the radius of the positron column was too sma
clearly see separation. In the 6 T magnetic field of t
experiment, vR'2p31 MHz gives a positron density
>43109 cm23, which is;50 times greater than the highe
positron density previously achieved@14#.

IV. POSITRON ACCUMULATION

Our positron accumulation rate was low (& 50 positrons
per hour! and limited the total number of trapped positrons
;2000. Two different schemes for loading positrons we
explored. First we attempted to mimic the procedure of G
rielse and co-workers of field ionizing Rydberg positroniu
formed as the moderated positrons leave the moderator c
tal @11,12#.

The basic idea of the field-ionization technique is that in
high magnetic field, a fraction of the moderated positro
that leave the moderator crystal combine with an electron
form positronium in a very high Rydberg state. The posit
nium then travels into the trap as long as the electric fie
between the moderator and trap are not large enough to
ionize the Rydberg state. The trap potentials are adjuste
give a larger electric field inside the trap capable of fie
ionizing the positronium and therefore capturing the po
tron. Figure 4 shows an example of the on-axis potential
electric field we used in our attempt to accumulate positr
via field ionization of Rydberg positronium. Positrons we
accumulated with a number of different overall well dept
~or electric-field strengths! while maintaining roughly the
same trap potential shape.

Figure 5 shows the accumulation of positrons for two d
ferent trap depths. The solid curves are fits to the rate eq
tion dN/dt5a2N/t for the number of accumulated pos
trons N. The fitted accumulation ratesa are listed in the
figure. For both datasets, the fitted 1/e lifetime t was
;120 h. This is a significantly shorter lifetime than th
measured in Fig. 2 where the22Na source was removed an
voltages symmetric about the trap center were applied to
experimental trap electrodes. Similar to Ref.@11#, we ob-
served an increase in the number of accumulated positron
the maximum electric-field strength within the trap was
creased. However, our maximum accumulation rate~trap
voltage;200 V) occurs at an electric-field strength that
of the order of ten times greater than that observed in R
@11#. The observed loading efficiency was;103 times less
than that observed in Refs.@11,12# and is likely explained by
the sensitivity of this technique to an absorbed gas layer
the moderator crystal. Gabrielse and co-workers used a c
genic tungsten moderator and observed a decrease in
ciency if the moderator was heated after cooling to 4 K. W
used a room-temperature Cu moderator that was bake
350 °C during the vacuum bakeout. Therefore our modera
crystal was not expected to have the same absorbed gas
as in the experiment of Gabrielse and co-workers.

d
d

h
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We also investigated positron loading through Coulo
collisions with laser-cooled9Be1 ions. Calculations indicate
that this technique can efficiently trap positrons@18#. For
example, with a 2-mCi source, calculations indicate that
technique can trap positrons at a rate of;20 s21, assuming
a moderator efficiency of 1023 and a 300-K distribution of
moderated positrons passing through a 1010-cm23 9Be1

plasma of 1 cm length. This requires;108 9Be1 ions for
complete overlap with the 1-mm-diameter positron sour
Because this technique’s efficiency depends on the en
distribution of the moderated positrons, before accumula
positrons, we cleaned and annealed the Cu moderator cr
by ~in situ! electron bombardment heating to;800 °C for
;30 min. Figure 6 shows the positron accumulation rate
a function of the bias of the Cu moderator crystal relative
the experimental trap lower end cap. The accumulation
rises rapidly over a few tenths of a volt near21 V. How-
ever, for a room-temperature distribution of moderated p
itrons, an order of magnitude sharper increase in the posi
accumulation rate is anticipated.

To compare our measured accumulation rate with the
culations in Ref.@18#, the dependence of the accumulati
rate on the9Be1 plasma size and on the energy distributi
of the moderated positrons must be taken into account.
largest 9Be1 plasmas we could routinely load and cool

FIG. 4. ~a! Schematic diagram of the experimental Penning t
and ~b! the calculated on-axis potential well and electric fields
210,28,28,217,225,222 V on the Cu crystal and trap elec
trodes, from left to right. The adjacent load trap electrodes wer
0 V. This was one of the smaller well depths used to accumu
positrons.
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this trap were;106 ions. From scaling factors calculated
Ref. @18#, we estimate that this reduces the positron load
efficiency from the bench mark calculation with 108 ions by
a factor of 80. A spread of a few tenths of a volt in the ax
energy of the moderated positrons will also result in a fac
of ;100 decrease in loading efficiency over that obtain
with a room-temperature spread. Just these two factors
account for our low accumulation rate. However, because
do not have independent measurements of the mode
crystal efficiency and the energy spread of the modera

p
r

at
te

FIG. 5. Number of positrons vs accumulation time for two d
ferent trap depths. The 200-V trap corresponds to240,238,
2200,2220,2200, 0 V and the 70-V trap to215,213,270,
277,270, 0 V on the moderator crystal and experimental tr
electrodes. Here the potential of the moderator crystal is listed
followed by the experimental trap electrode potentials in order
their proximity to the moderator crystal.

FIG. 6. Positron accumulation rate, obtained while attempting
load through Coulomb collisions with laser-cooled9Be1 ions ~and
sympathetically coolede1), vs the moderator crystal bias. Typica
plasmas consisted of;106 9Be1 ions with '500 positrons. The
dashed vertical lines indicate a 0.5-V interval over which the po
tron accumulation rate rapidly increases to its maximum value.
6-5
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positrons, we cannot determine whether the accumula
rate in Fig. 6 is due to Coulomb collisions.

V. POSITRON TEMPERATURE

With sympathetic laser cooling, the positron temperat
can, in principle, be as cold as the9Be1 temperature. That is
positron temperatures of the order of 10 mK, where the p
itrons form a crystal@7#, are possible. Unfortunately, ther
are no easy methods for measuring positron temperat
this low. We investigated two different methods for obtaini
information on the positron temperature:~1! spectroscopy on
the positron cyclotron resonance and~2! the sharpness of th
centrifugal separation. While the spectroscopic informat
on the cyclotron resonance was dominated by effects o
than temperature, an upper limit on the positron tempera
Ti(e

1) of motion parallel to the magnetic field was extract
from the sharpness of the centrifugal separation. The
methods are discussed below.

A. Positron cyclotron resonance

In a magnetic field of 6 T, the positron cyclotron res
nance occurs at a frequency of;166 GHz. The positron
cyclotron resonance will be shifted and broadened by
relativistic mass shift (;12.6 kHz for room-temperature
positrons! and possibly broadened by first-order Dopp
shifts due to the axial motion of the positrons. We genera
microwaves at 166 GHz by tripling the output of a;50 mW
klystron at 55 GHz. For the resonance curve in Fig. 7~a!, the
output of the klystron was attenuated by;20 dB. A multi-
mode waveguide carried the 166-GHz microwave radiat
into the magnet bore close to the trap center. No special
was used in coupling the microwaves into the trap. Mic
waves that leaked out of the end of the waveguide had
pass through the quartz vacuum envelope and between
gaps in the trap electrodes in order to excite the posit
cyclotron motion. Excitation of the positron cyclotron m
tion increases the positron energy. Through the Coulomb
teraction the positrons then increase the9Be1 ion energy,
which changes the level of the9Be1 ion resonance fluores
cence.

Figure 7~a! shows the change in the9Be1 resonance fluo-
rescence as the frequency of the microwaves is step
across the positron cyclotron resonance. The 200-kHz w
is larger by more than an order of magnitude than the larg
anticipated relativistic mass shifts (;12 kHz for a 300-K
positron!. First-order Doppler shifts can be much larger. F
example, a 1-K positron moving along thez ~axial! direction
produces a Doppler shift of;2 MHz in the positron cyclo-
tron resonance for microwaves traveling along the same
rection. For our experiment though, Fig. 1~b! shows that the
positrons are confined to a volume with characteristic dim
sion much less than than the 1.8 mm wavelength of the 1
GHz microwaves. In this Lamb-Dicke limit, first-order Dop
pler broadening will take place as sidebands instead
contributing to the resonance width of Fig. 7~a!. Broadening
due to magnetic-field instability and inhomogeneity is e
pected to be at most a few kilohertz.
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We believe that the;200 kHz resonance width of Fig
7~a! was probably caused by power broadening. When
creasing the microwave power from a low value, a sh
threshold in the power needed to observe the resonance
observed. Figure 7 was recorded slightly above this thre
old. An increase of only;5 dB in the applied microwave
power above this threshold was sufficient to rapidly anni
late the positrons, presumably through excitation of the p
itrons to at least a few eV where positronium formation w
background gas atoms could take place. The apparent sig
cant excitation of the positron cyclotron motion that w
required to observe the resonance was probably neces
because of the weak coupling between the positron cyclo
motion and the9Be1 ion and positron axial motions. Fo
example, experimental and theoretical studies@33# have
shown that in large magnetic fields, the energy equipartit
rate between the positron cyclotron and axial motions
comes exponentially weak in the limit of low temperatur

FIG. 7. Positron cyclotron resonance.~a! Resonance curve re
corded at low microwave power. The frequency scale is the app
microwave frequency minus 165 857 083.5 kHz.~b! 9Be1 fluores-
cence signal when the amplitude of the applied microwaves
chopped at 22 Hz. The curve in~a! is a fit to a Gaussian through th
data points obtained by measuring peak-to-peak values of~b!. For
each frequency, the data in~b! were averaged on a multichann
scaler for.5min.
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This point is discussed more completely below.
In an attempt to obtain temperature information fro

first-order Doppler effects, we also searched for sideba
near the plasma frequency (;200–500 MHz) of the posi-
trons, but did not observe any. In fact, because of the la
plasma frequency, we expect that axial sidebands will
observable only at significant temperatures (*300 K). We
were also unable to observe any sidebands due to the pla
rotation.

B. Centrifugal separation

Because we could not find a more direct method, we u
the centrifugal separation of the9Be1 ions and positrons to
place an upper limit onTi(e

1). In the 6 T magnetic field, the
positron cyclotron radius becomes smaller than the dista
of closest approach for temperatures&100 K. In this
strongly magnetized regime the positron cyclotron mot
decouples from the other degrees of freedom, with the re
that the distribution function for the positrons is determin
by Ti(e

1) and notT'(e1) @34#. Ti(e
1) will be cooled sym-

pathetically through the Coulomb interaction with the las
cooled 9Be1 ions. However, we expect this cooling to b
weak because of the large difference in the positron
9Be1 masses and because of the small overlap of the spe
due to the centrifugal separation. Due to this weak coupl
Ti(e

1) could be larger than the9Be1 temperature. There
fore, we calculated the positron and9Be1 density profiles
assuming zero-temperature 9Be1 ions @Ti(

9Be1)
5T'(9Be1)50# but nonzero-temperature positron
@Ti(e

1).0#. Even though we do not assume equal tempe
tures, we do assume rotational equilibrium of the posit
and 9Be1 ions. This is experimentally supported by our po
itron detection measurements~Sec. III!.

The calculation closely follows the profile calculation
discussed in Refs.@19,35# for an infinitely long plasma
column. Figure 8 shows the results of these calculati
~positron and 9Be1 ion relative density profiles! for two
different temperatures (T50.5 and 3 K! and for conditions
similar to some of the experimental measurementsv r
52p3500 kHz, NL5number of positrons/length
51.53105 cm21) @36#. For a givenTi(e

1), the 9Be1 den-
sity makes a sharp jump from zero density at a radius de
mined primarily by the value ofNL . This jump is then fol-
lowed by a gradual increase at larger radii. AsTi(e

1)
increases, the sharp jump becomes smaller and the su
quent increase in the9Be1 density more gradual. In the ex
perimental measurements, the plasma axial extent was
cally smaller than the overall plasma diameter@see Fig.
1~b!#. However, the calculations should correctly descr
the separation of the species as long as the diameter o
dark region in the9Be1 fluorescence is of the same order o
or smaller than, the axial extent of the plasma. We typica
worked in this regime.

An experimentally measured profile of the9Be1 ion fluo-
rescence, assumed to be proportional to the ion densit
shown in Fig. 9~a!. The plasma rotation frequency wasv r
52p3500 kHz, which givesne1.nBe1523109 cm23. It
contained 1.33105 9Be1 ions and;1700 positrons. Also
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shown in Fig. 9~a! is the measured9Be1 fluorescence profile
in a plasma consisting of9Be1 ions and impurity ions of
light mass created by ionizing background gas molecu
Note that both profiles are nearly identical. They both sh
small but nonzero fluorescence forr<20 mm and a gradual,
nearly identical rise in fluorescence atr;50 mm. The offset
in fluorescence is due to the size of the laser beam w
(;50 mm) compared to the diameter of the nonfluoresc
column (;100 mm). From previous studies of sympathet
cooling @17–20#, we expect the temperature of both th
9Be1 ions and impurity ions to be&0.5 K and therefore
expect a sharp increase in the9Be1 density such as tha
shown in Fig. 8~a!. We believe that the much more gradu
increase in the9Be1 fluorescence observed in Fig. 9~a! is
due to the resolution of the side-view imaging system. Fig
9~a! is consistent with an instantaneous rise of the9Be1

density at the boundary between the impurity and the9Be1

ions, convoluted with a Gaussian response function
28-mm full width at half maximum~FWHM!. This resolu-
tion is about three times worse than that expected from
different experiment, which also usedf /5 optics@37#, and is
probably due to astigmatism produced by viewing throug
vacuum window at an 11° angle of incidence.

Figure 9~b! compares the measured9Be1 fluorescence
profile ~obtained with positrons! in Fig. 9~a! with the ex-
pected9Be1 fluorescence profile forTi(e

1)53 K. The ex-
pected9Be1 fluorescence profile was obtained by convolu

FIG. 8. Calculated radial variation of positron and9Be1 ion
densities for an infinitely long column with cold9Be1 ions
@Ti(

9Be1)5T'(9Be1)50# but for different positron temperatures
~a! Ti(e

1)50.5 K, ~b! Ti(e
1)53 K.
6-7
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ing the calculated density profile forTi(e
1)53 K ~see Fig.

8! with the estimated 28-mm Gaussian response function
the image detection system. Good agreement is observe
tween the two curves. This indicates thatTi(e

1)&3 K.
However, this limit depends sensitively on the estimated
sponse function of the image detection system. Because
do not have a truly independent measure of this respo
function, we place a conservative limit ofTi(e

1)&5 K by
directly comparing the profiles in Fig. 9~a! with calculations
such as those shown in Fig. 8.

We were not able to place any experimental limits
T'(e1). We know that the positron cyclotron motion wa
radiatively coupled to the room-temperature walls of the t
with a free space decay rate of 13.6 s21. The positron cyclo-
tron motion was also coupled by collisions with the positr
motion parallel to the magnetic field. This coupling, whi
has been well studied both theoretically and experiment
@33#, becomes exponentially weak for low-temperature p
itron ~or electron! plasmas in high magnetic field. Specifi
cally, the positronT' /Ti collisional equipartition raten
scales as exp@25(3pk)2/5/b# for k[(b/r c)/A2. Hereb is the
classical distance of closest approach andr c is the thermally
excited cyclotron radius. For a 23109 cm23 positron

FIG. 9. ~a! Measured radial dependence of the9Be1 fluores-
cence for a9Be1 impurity ion plasma and for a9Be1-e1 plasma.
~b! 9Be1-e1 plasma fluorescence curve shown in~a! compared
with a calculated curve of the9Be1 fluorescence forTi(e

1)
53 K. The nonzero fluorescence atr 50 in ~a! has been subtracted
The calculated curve was obtained by convoluting the9Be1 density
curve of Fig. 8~b! with a 28-mm FWHM Gaussian response of th
side-view imaging system.
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plasma, n is greater than 13.6 s21 for T'(e1);Ti(e
1)

>10 K, but decreases exponentially as the temperatur
reduced. Therefore as the9Be1 ions sympathetically coo
Ti(e

1), we anticipateT'(e1);Ti(e
1) for Ti(e

1)*10 K.
As Ti(e

1) is cooled to lower temperatures, the radiative co
pling of the positron cyclotron motion prevents further coo
ing of T'(e1). The equipartition raten has not been studied
for large differences betweenTi andT' . However, due to its
exponential dependence on the distance of closest appro
theT' /Ti equipartition rate could be significantly reduced
Ti(e

1) is cooled below 10 K. This means thatT'(e1) could
increase asTi(e

1) is cooled below 10 K. Without further
estimates of the equipartition rate for the case of large
ferences betweenT'(e1) andTi(e

1), we can place only the
10 K&T'(e1)&300 K limits onT'(e1).

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have demonstrated sympathetic coo
and compression of small numbers (;2000) of positrons
with laser-cooled9Be1 ions. The observed centrifugal sep
ration implies that the positrons and9Be1 ions rotate rigidly
and have comparable densities, indicating positron dens
of >43109 cm23. This is;50 times greater than the high
est positron density previously achieved@14# and could be
useful in experiments making antihydrogen. The positr
lifetime is greater than two weeks in our room-temperat
trap. We use the sharpness of the centrifugal separatio
place a conservative upper limit of 5 K on thepositron tem-
perature for motion parallel to the magnetic field.

The low accumulation rate limited the number of po
trons that could be accumulated to a few thousand. T
number needs to be significantly increased for most of
potential applications of cold positrons. This could be do
by combining the sympathetic cooling technique with an
tablished technique for accumulating positrons@11–14#. It is
interesting to speculate about the maximum number of p
itrons that can be sympathetically cooled. A potential limit
the number of ions that can be directly laser cooled. We
routinely load and laser cool;106 9Be1 ions to tempera-
tures<10 mK. This ion number is limited by our loadin
technique rather than by the capabilities of laser cooli
With a different loading technique, non-neutral plasmas
;109 Mg1 ions have been laser cooled to temperatures
;1 K @38#. Therefore it may be feasible to sympathetica
laser cool;109 positrons, comparable to the largest numb
of positrons that have been trapped in a Penning-Malmb
trap. This would provide a useful, very cold source of po
trons in a room-temperature vacuum system.
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